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tail, traveling from place to place." The large class of whole
sale peddlers, carrying supplies of crackers, cigars and other 
specialties .to country merchants, do not seem to be included 
under the definition; and yet the exemption in the same sec
tion, perll).itting certain classes of manufacturers to peddle 
their wares " at wholesale " [i. e. to be sold again] seems on 
the other hand to imply that Ilther goods may not be carried 
about for sale to dealers without a peddler's license. Manu
facturers and producers of agricultural implements, garden 
seeds, 1ruit and ornamental trees, stoves and hollow ware, 
brooms, wooden ware, charcoal and gunpowder, are exempt 
from special tax for selling their goods from plaGe to place, at 
wholesale. 

Again, if B, iu his capacity as agent, itinerates, soliciting 
orders tor A, but not carryin,;r the goods to be sold, he becomes 
a commercial broker, provided he acts for a commission, or 
for different parties, and not as the simple employe of one 
party. If however, he sells the goods directly, from his own 
hand. and not from A's, the above instruction 41 shows that 
he may send his salesman to solicit orders, and if so of course 
he may solicit them himself, without either a peddler's or a 
broker's license. 

In regard to the second question, it is evident that any 
manufacturer may deliver goods vreviously ordered of him, 
no matter by what mode of delivery, without being a peddler. 
The distinction of a peddler is not that he employs his own 
vehicle instead of anether's, but that he employs a moving 
vehicle to sell goods from. If C sends or carries only sold 
goods to those who have already purchased them, he is not a 
peddler, but if he should carry also svare articles for those 
who wish to buy them on the way, he would become one. 

The Editor8 are not responsible fJ# the oplnions expres8ed by their corre-
8Pondent8. 

Aetion and Re-actlon.-The Measure oC Force. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 wish to say a few words in reply to 
the strictures on my previous co=uni.cation by " A Subscri. 
ber," (page 217 current volume of the SCIENTIFIC AlI1ERICAN.) 
It seems to me that he practically begs the question, as he 
merely cites a precisely similar case to that alreadyeonsidered, 
calling it a illJflWnstration of the disput\ld principle that force 
is TUeasured by the space through which it is applied. My 
position j.s that there are two entirely different species of quan
tity to be measured. One of them I consider to he" absolute 
force," whethur correctly or not is the point in dispute. It is 
measured by the number of equal increments acquired when 
a body is freely acted upon by a uniform force, as when grav
ity acts upon a falling body. In othtlr words, in a body con
tailllng a givp,n quantity or unit of matter, it is measured by 
the time the imvellmg force acts upon it, or what is praoti
cally the same thing, by the velocity imparted. This velocity 
is silDply a condition of the body,.indicating that it has a 
certain amount of force associated with it, and it is an abso
lute mea.sure of that force. 

The other measure is of work done or to be done, and is 
only a relative measure of space effect during the exvenditure 
of force. The foot pound is a familiar unit of this kind of 
measure, but it can only be applied as a measure of space 
effects and not ot" the simvle expenditure of force. The num
ber. of foot-pounds which a moving body is cavable of raising 
against a uniform resisting force, undoubtedly varies as the 
square of its velocity, but it is far from being a logical conse
quence that the abso�ute force associated with the moving 
body is in the same ratio. Let us see. A body falling freely 
one second, acted upon by tel'restrial gravity, traverses a space 
of 16 feet and acquires a velocity of 32 feet, just as the ball 
in the long gun, cited by your correspondent, is supvosed hy 
him to do. But let us suppose, in both cases, that the im
impelling force is entirely removed at the end of the first 
second and that the body continues to move freely. Its ac
quired velocity will carry it, without expenditure of force, 32 
feet in the next second, at the end of which it will have passed 
over 32+16=48 feet, instead of 64 feet as it would if the force 
were not removed, so that the distance due to the impelling 
force during the last second in 16 feet, or the same as in the 
first second. The same reasoning will apvly to any number 
of seconds or other units of time. Equal increments of force 
are therefore added in equal times, and the entire force is in 
proportion to the time the impelling force has acted, or to 
the final velocity. In the case of the gun and ball, your cor
respondent admits that the intensities of action and Te-action 
are equal during each successive instant, and it inevitably fol
lows that their entire sums must also be equal, so that the 
force avplied is equally divided between the gun and ball, 
though the amount of work donI', or space effect, is unequal. 

Work, then, is composed of force and space, and its unit, 
the foot pound, is made up of both. However valuable when 
used in a proper manner in practical mechanics, it cannot be 
set up as a unit of pure force, without involving the absurdi
ty of supposing that gravity and other uniformly acting forces 
do not act uniformly· but with a constantly varying power 
dependant upon the velocity of the body acted npon, and in
creasing immensely with that velocity. The unit of work is 
just as valua1:Jle, practically, if we do not insist upon such an 
absurdity. 'Ve have therefore two units of measure, one 
being the unit of force, proportioned to the simple velocity, 
and the other a unit of work, proportional to the square of 
the velocity, or to the space traversed. All the treatises on 
mechanics which I have seen give the first as the measure of 
momentum or ,. quantity of motion," while the quantity 
measured by the latter is variously termed" vis vi va," " work," 
" energy," "kinetic energy," etc. It seems to me however, 
that if our ideas UP0D. the Ilubject are clear and distinct, the 

Ititutifit 
two words force and work are fully adequate to designate 
the two different kinds of quantity. 

The suhject of this discussion seems to me to have a some
what important bearing upon the investigation of the nature 
of force, in relation to which many discoveries in modern 
physical science seem to indicate that new and important de
velopments are near at hand. It is moreover quite important 
that practical men should understand the precise nature of 
the difference in the two measures, as it is of the greatest im
portance in considering among other things, the action of 
steam, its expansive power, etc. \Vhile I agree of course, 
with your correspondent, that terrestrial gravity is an abso
lute force, or more strictly speaking a resultant of many 
forces, I do not agree with him that steam is such a force. It 
is matter in motion, and like all expansive vapors or gases is 
the result of work done in separating the atoms of which it 
is constituted, and in storing up "potential energy." Of course 
the work which is done by steam, in expending the force 
stored up in it, is to be measured by a unit of its own kind, a 
unit of work and not of force. The prOblem of getting all 
the possible work from the fuel hy which st�am is vroduced, is 
a very important one, and needs for its solution a clear un
derstanding of th@ principles involved in this discussion, as 
well as of the other cO'1ditions and vrinci pIes pertaining to 
the subject. 

No particular change in the " logic of events," relative to 
th& effect of force upon matter, has occurred since the days of 
Newton. His views in this respect have since been main
tained by the ablest writers on the subject up to the present 
time with very few exceptions, and the dissenting opinions 
seem to refer rather to names and definitions +,han to facts. 

HENRY J!'. WALLING. 
New York, April 8, 1867. 

----------.. � .. �-------

A New Dryer Cor Raw OlI. 

MESbRS. EDITORS:-The vrocess for preparing linseed oil 
for use in paints and the arts by boiling and the addition of 
siccatives, has been in use for more than a century and but 
little improvement, if any, has been made in the result. Chem
ists, as well as artizans, have overlooked an important point 
in the boiling of oil, which is coagulation of the albumen. 
Thistakes place at the temperature of boiling water, where
by it is changed to a semi-solid form, and when the heat is 
raised to the point of boiling-oil the albumen chars and when 
dried becomes brittle. As much of the glaze and toughness 
of the dried oil is dependent upon the albumen it contains, 
it will be readily understood that many of the troubles inci
dent to boiled oil arise from the method of preparation. 

A gentleman of Boston has been for a long time convinced 
that linseed oil could be made to oxidize rapidly without even 

·beating, and thereby preserve all the properties of the oil in 
their natural state. This subject he has made a special study 
for several months, and the result is the discovery of an arti
cle which he has called " siccohast.H By the addition of a 
small percentage of tbis substance to raw linseed oil in a cold 
state, the oil is made to dry in any desired time, from four 
hours up to ten days, its ordinary time. It dries with certain
ty and with better results, flows more evenly, and has a bet
ter gloss than boiled oil, and is more elastic and but slight
ly discolored. It has been thoroughly tested for outside paint
ing during the past twelve months, and is found free from 
any disposition to crack, like oil that is unprepared. Paint 
prepared with this article sets so quickly that the wood does 
not have an opportunity to absorb nearly as much as of raw 
oil. It is in a fluid state, mixes readily with linseed oil and 
is perfectly harmless being made of chemicals which have no 
detrimental effect on the oil. A. W. 

Boston, Mass. 
[We hope the process above alluded to is really new and 

useful. It has been known for a long time that the mucila
ginous matter of linseed oil may be separated without boil
ing. If raw oil be ground up with sulvhate of lead and the 
milky mixture be exposed to sunlight, the sulphate of lead 
settles, carrying with it the foreign matter, and the oil be
comes clear and has admirable drying qualities.-EDs. 

.�� 

Explosion oC a Clock. 

MESSRS. EDITORB.-Mr. A. Bahn, a silversmith, watch and 
clockmaker etc. of this place, has a clock of French manufac
ture which he has kept in his shop as a regulator for ten 
years. It had an enamel face of iron or steCl twelve inches 
diameter, steel hour, minute and second hands inclosed in a 
case, wood frame, glass 1-16 inch thick front and sides, 5 
feet high 1S inches front 6 inches deep. On the 22d Feb., 
1867 5h. 30m. P. M., thermometer 60° Fah., the enamel face 
of the dial burst or separated from the metal to the extent of 
one-eighth its surface,irregularly from the figures 8 to 12 and 
centrally to the axle of the hands, and otherwise cracked over 
the surface making an explosion similar to blasting in a 
well, the imvression made upon Mr. B. being the crushing in 
of the skylight overhead of the second story occupied as a 
photographic gallery. 

Neither the glass frame nor hands of the dial, weTe even in
jured or displaced, nor did the clock stop, particles of the enamel 
adhered to the glass in front of the dial. 

'Vill you, or scme of your contributors, please explain the 
wherefores and oblige some of your subscribers in this neck 
of the woods. P. W. HUlI1PHREYS. 

Austin, Tex:l.S, March 20, 1867. 

.-.�-----

ILLUMINATING GAS is said to be considerably incrensed in 
power by heating it and burning it with heated air. It would 
not be difficult or expensive to pass gas and aIr pipes, or a 
double pipe for both, in connection with household furnaces, 
etc., and apply combination burners, 
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Hot Blast. 

Mr. Crossley, manager of the Ormesby Iron \Vorks, Eng., 
in the course of a series of papers in the Chemieal New8, ex
presses the opinion that (theoretically) the saving of fuel in 
the furnace by heating the blast, with its corresponding result 
of more and better iron, will be equivalent to four times the 
amount consumed in heating the blast, until a temverature 
of blast is reached equal to the temperature of the furnace it
self. Notwithstanding other things to be considered besides 
temperature, he thinks that we may safely aim at much high
er temperatures of blast than are at present employed. He 
also puts forth the following theory of a desirable furnace so 
far as it can be rendered practicable. The fuel to be put into 
the hearth by a separate shaft, so closed that no current of 
gas can circulate through it. The hot gases rising from the 
point of extreme heat at the hearth, to be ignited by an up
per jet of hot blast at a certain point in their passage through 
the ore and limestone. By an excess of air forced through 
the upver tweers, the iron would probably be peroxydized 
near the top of the shaft, and at a lower point the mixture 
would be melted, and still lower down the iron would be re
duced by passing through the atmosphere of carbonic oxide, 
and in the hearth would meet with the requisite carbon a nd 
intensity of heat, and be converted into Gast iron. 

Mr. Crossley believes, contrary to the received opinion, that 
the carbonic oxide after de-oxidizing the ore passes off as car
bonic acid without a second transmutation. Hence the car
bonic oxide from furnace tops is waste fuel, in excess of that 
utilized in de· oxidizing the iron ore. Ebelman's analyses, 
comfirmed by observations of his own, convince him that a 
higher temperature must be had for reducing carbonic acid 
with carbon (to carbonic oxide) than is used in reducing the 
iron oxide with t.larbonic oxide, and of course than can exist 
further up the shaft. He is also convinced that the calcining 
vrocess per oxidizes the ore, and thus hightens the tempera
ture and economizes the work in the furnace, at the point 
where the oxygen of the ore unitps with the carbonic oxide. 

.-� 

The Herring Sale Case DecIded. 

In our edition of January 5th, we reported in brief the 
leading case of Sanborn vs. Herrin,;r et al. 

The suit involved the question of the liability of the rna 
ker and vender of burglar-proof safes, and for the facts we 
refer to that edition of our paper. On that trial the Jury did 
not agree and were discharged. 

The case was brought on again and has been on trial the 
past week, and has presented substantially the same facts and 
points hf law. The questions submitted to the Jury were: 
1st, Was there a warranty that the safe was burglar proof? 
The Jury found that there was no warranty, thus deciding 
absolutely for Herring & Co., and therefore did not read the 
other points in the case. 

This decision follows the English case reported by us, and 
settles an important principle relating not only to the safe 
business but extending to the sale of all merchantable goods. 
Probably but few if any cases have been tried in this countIy 
since the famous Gerard Will case, that has excited a more 
universal interest in the legal vrofession. The suit was con
ducted by Barlow and Hyatt and Judge Edmonds, for the 
plaintiff, and Nash, and Gerard and H. M. Needham, for d�
fendants. 

--------.� .. -------

Navigation oC the Colorado. 

The exploring efforts of Lieut. Ives and Major Bridger at 
one time appeared to have demonstrated that the most of 
this magnificent watercourse is forever impracticable for 
navigation. To Bridger, the upper channel appeared to be a 
continuous gorge of terrific depth, the table land being inac
cessible from the river, and the waters equally inaccessible to 
travellers perishing with thirst on the land. Fearful cataracts 
and ravids by their roar frightened the approaching boat 
expedition out of its boats to clamber for dear life up the im
passable precipice and get home by land. 

Later explorations by private enterprise, 18M, appear to 
have deprived Lieut. Ives' examination (if not the examiner) of 
all credit, and by parity of reasoning to render Bridger's very 
questionable. The part of the river which Ives declared per
fectly impracticable, has been navigated in II steamer 130 
feet long, at 4 feet lower water, according to the exvlorers, 
with ease and safety. One of them, Mr. Samuel Adams, who 
is or was lately in Washington endeavoring to'induce the 
Government to make a complete survey and open the river 
and branches if posEible to the interior of Utah, states that 
the current fOI over 600 miles now navigated is only about 2t 
miles per hour, except the rapids, the worst of which have a 
fall offour feet in 120 yards,and were ascended by the steamer 
EsrtWralda in seven minutes. 

From the present head of navigation, some three hundred 
miles (to the mouth of Green river), are yet unexplored, but 
are believed to vresent no insurmountable obstacles; for the 
Green is navigable thence for 3iiO miles. 

Assuming the probability that the Colorado is, or can be 
made, navigable to the junction, we have some 1250 miles of 
water highway, optln at all seasons, in a very direct course 
from the Pacific Ocean to the interior of the trans-Mississippi 
region, and intersecting the Pacific Railroad. At the mouth 
of the river is found a safe harbor six miles in length, for 
ships drawing twenty feet of water. There are now eight 
steamers on the river, and forty seven ships and one ocean 
steamer have been in the ha.rbor at the mouth within six 
months. The unequaled grandeur of the scenery of this riv: 
er, which venetrates the rising land through an almost hori
zontal cut, the sides gradually increasing in hight until they 
rise perpendicularly a thousand feet, will probably svon render 
it, if successfully opened, the favorite summer trip for inva
lids and tourists from East and West, going or returning by 
the Pacific Railroad, 
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